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DVD is a form of Digital source of storing digital data on the disks. These are used to carry a large
data files up to gigabytes. Mostly these DVDs are used to carry movies, songs videos and other
formats of entertainment. In the recent past when our recourses were so limited for our storage and
processing devices, DVDs were the common source of storing data to make a backup, and to make
a decent library of videos relating movies, songs and other formats of entertainment. Today, we
have large disk storage and processing devices that have eliminated the limitations in storing data
on hard drives. You will desire to extract these DVDs on your computer because there are multiple
threats of losing data on the DVDs. These may be damaged and scratched and get an un-playable
condition that can cause a permanent loss of your data and videos of your family events.

If you are a Mac user, you are not able to play these video files that are in VOB format. Your default
multimedia player application is unable to play these files, because it does not have proper definition
for this VOB format of videos.   If you need to play your DVD videos on your Mac, you need to
convert these videos to an appropriate, supported format. Your DVD videos are in high definition
quality, and you always desire to produce the same quality videos after conversion.  AVI is a
compression tool that is used carry video, and audio streams of high quality and this are playable on
most of the player. So, you may choose to convert .iso to.avi with Aimersoft dvd ripper.

There are a number of tools available on the World Wide Web (internet) that can be used to extract
your videos from DVDs to your hard disk and convert extracted videos to AVI format. But these tools
are not as efficient to make your 100% needs fulfillment. You need a software that is capable of
extracting your DVD contents and convert these files to AVI format effectively and efficiently.
Conversion of DVD(.ISO files) to AVI can effectively be achieved by using Aimersoft DVD extractor.
This application is effective enough to make your task done efficiently. This is an easy use
application because of its precise, straightforward, easy and interactive interface. It is a featured
product that includes many utilities for performing DVD to AVI convertor. It converts DVD videos on
your computer tremendously effectively and efficiently. It provides user with an interface that makes
him able to add multiple effective properties to the video. It provides you with a preview so that you
can visualize the end product before the conversion. This application is effective enough to extract
your videos from the DVD that others cannot extract because of its poor condition of DVD. This
application has most effective audio and video synchronization that provides you with quality video
and audio. It does not make the loss of quality in the conversion process. Via using this application
you will be able to crop and trim the videos to omit the unwanted parts of the videos.
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Conversion of a iso to avi can effectively be achieved by using Aimersoft DVD extractor. This
application is effective enough to make your task done efficiently. This is an easy use application
because of its precise, straightforward, easy and interactive interface. It is a featured product that
includes many utilities for performing a iso to avi converter .
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